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BBC Western House

Benefit:	 Quieter

Type:	 	 Refurbishment 

When it comes to radio broadcasting it doesn’t make 
for good listening if the presenter is being drowned out 
by passing traffic or chatter from the control room. So, 
when it was decided to create new studios in BBC Radio 
2’s central London headquarters inside the imposing 
but acoustically ‘exposed’ art deco Western House, the 
challenge was twofold – how to create a state-of-the-
art open studio environment while at the same time 
preserving this predominantly glazed superb period 
façade.

A further challenge came from the impact of demolition 
and building work only yards from the building’s 
perimeter: all part of the wider BBC New Broadcasting 
House development in London’s West End.

The solution devised by architects LandSecurities 
Trillium and Tony Woolf Acoustics involved the 
construction of a one metre wide ‘service’ corridor 
between the studios and the perimeter wall with 
Studio windows being positioned to align with existing 
external windows and so maintain views to the outside 
world.

A specific client requirement was to provide studios 
with an interesting open environment with views 
throughout this accommodation. 
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Secondary glazing specialist Selectaglaze was invited to 
design and manufacture a range of secondary windows 
and observation panels to meet the necessary sound 
criteria and the large areas of glazing.

The external windows were treated with Selectaglaze’s 
Series 40 double hinged casements featuring 
6.8mm acoustic laminate glass and fitted with high 
performance compression seals. The studio wall 
windows were set in pairs, using Selectaglaze’s Series 
40 fixed panes angled at 7 degrees and glazed with 
10.8mm and 6.8mm acoustic laminate glass – making 
a total of four layers of glazing between the studio and 
the outside. Fabric covered sound absorbent linings 
were fitted to the reveals between each pair of studio 
windows to help optimise acoustic insulation.

The ‘internal’ windows between the main studios and 
support areas were specifically designed to create a 
dramatic effect by providing the maximum amount of 
clear vision. The Series 40 fixed panes were set in pairs, 

angled at 5 degrees and glazed with 10.8mm Amiran 
anti-reflective Optiwhite acoustic laminate glass from 
Schott. The largest of these panels being almost 3 
metres long.

In total, Selectaglaze provided 62 double hinged 
casements to the perimeter windows and over 100 
fixed panels to the studios.

This 8 month project presented a number of technical 
and operational challenges because of the extremely 
tight design for each floor and the difficulties 
associated with working with such large panels of glass. 
Liaising closely with LST and main contractor, Bovis, 
Selectaglaze successfully completed the project on 
time and has fully met the BBC’s very exacting Sound 
Index criteria.

The benefits of Selectaglaze’s secondary glazing 
systems are not only in sound insulation but they 
also offer high levels of thermal insulation and can 
be specified to include Part L compliant sealed units. 
The company has also recently developed a suite of 
security units, providing protection against bomb blast 
and physical attack.

Secondary glazing systems are purpose made and 
come fully assembled to allow rapid installation with 
minimum disruption. They need very little maintenance 
and continuously contribute to energy saving.


